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HE NEW

in the News is an
Inexpensive way to
tell everyone what
you have for sale or
want to buy. Try it!

FULTON, KENTUCKY,

NEWS COLUMNIST GETS RECOGNITION IN
ILLINOIS CENTRAL MAGAZINE RECENLTY ISSUED
Mary Alice Clark, Roundhouse Round-up Author,
Is Lauded For Outstanding Service Work

PRIN4'ff/VG

-

requirements will be
quickly and correctly
handled at the News.
Phone 4 7 0 — "t h e
— printing Number"

FRIDAl. OCTOBER 17, 1947

HALLELUJAH!
THE APOSTLES
PETER and PAUL
C'0 THE GOLDEN GATE
1

46011v,z,.
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— The Farm and Home Paper of the KenTenn Territory

VOLUNIE SIXTEEN

317811.,
S'Y,7cipe

FL-LTON, KY.
OCTOBER
1947

MBER FORTY-NINE

STRIDES MADE IN COUNTY HEALTH WORK,
OUARTERLY REPORT ISSUED TODAY REVEALS
Many Phases Of Diseases Are Being

Controlled By

A Fulton County News columnist is spread
Sanitarian And Nurses, Report Show
Fulton to the four corners of the Nation, it was ing the good word of
s
made known today when
Mary Alice Clark, author of the News' interes
Diligent service in the field
YOUR ETHEREAL MAJESTIES"
ting railroad column,
of
,
Roundhouse Round-up, received outstanding
health
was shown today when the
Mr. and Mrs. Pickle In
recognition of her work in
the Illinois Central magazine, published monthly lay
Fulton County Health Department
the
We
Illinoi
are
taking
Centra
s
our
pen
l
in
hand to write you a letter, because
Dallas; Enjoy Newspaper made public its regular quarterly
Railroad system.
Designated as a "writer, organizall correspondence addressed to the President
Mrs._ J. C. Pickle, the former report. Work in the control of comof
United
the
cr, and worker in the field of pubElizabeth Williamson of Fulton is municable disease, etc., were enumStates has gone unanswered.
lic. relations" the full page article Jacksons Are Welcomed
demonstrating the preparation of erated and exhibits the great strides
carred a characteristic
We feel that perhaps you alone can help, since
smiling
frozen foods for the International being made for better public health
the high cost
photograph of Miss Clark, pictured Into Fulton Businesses
of living has soared to such heights that it is
Harvester's home freezers at the in this county.
now crowding your
with Mrs. Johanna Westpheling ediDuring the month of September,
Caries Jacicson, a native of Paris,
"Fair of Texas" in Dallas it was
heavenly abode.
tor of the News, who "discovered.' Tenn., has purchased
talks were given to 12 groups
learned today.
the
of
Coffee
the popular IC worker shortly after Shop, popular eating
The fair is being held from Oc- Fulton County Homemakers, about
We are raising our voices in a chorus of righte
establishpurchasing the News in May.
ous indigna350 women, by the sanitarian
ment from Cecil Jones, the former
tober 4-19.
and
tion, because we feel that we've just GOT to know
Many tributes have been paid to owner announced
Mr. and Mrs. Pickle have been the nurses. Subjects discussed were
a way out
today.
Miss Clark by the officials of the
of the dark dilemma that has enveloped us.
in Dallas since August where he is sanitation, child health and comMr. Jackson will assume managerailroad and a little of her work ment
attending the Institute of Mortuary municable disease.
and ownership tomorrow.
Comes President Truman now with another
can be gleaned by quoting from the
All animals in the vicinity where
problem of naScience. Mr. Pickle's parents, Mr.
An addition to the distaff side of
article as follows:
tional emergency, which like all others, is sure
and Mrs. L. A. Pickle of Big Springs, anthrax was prevalent were vacFulton
to fall squarely
"As a %%Titer, Mary Alice supplies when 's business life is also made
cinate
d and the Delta section, MadTexas are former residents and
on the shoulders of the little men of the Nation
the Illinois. Central Magazine with Jacksoit was made public that Mrs.
: the butcher,
write they "look forward each week rid Bend and the Kentucky-Misn
had
purcha
sed
Mary's
a monthly report of the railroad Beauty
souri Ferry were quarantined by
the baker, the miner, the grocer, the farmer, the
to receiving the News."
Shop at 112 Paschal street.
ribbon clerk.
news from Fulton. But her efforts
the State veterinarian. Notices were
In addition to Mr. Jackson, The
What's all this business of meatless Tuesdays, poultr
do not stop there. She writes a
served on a number of property
y and eggless
weekly column for the Fulton Coun- Coffee Shop personnel will include
owners to eonnect to the city saniThursdays, save a slice of bread a day, when after
tightening our
News, the local newspaper revently Miss Mildred Brown, and Miss Ruth
tary
sewer system and to repair debelts we are.expected to pick up the check
purchased by R. Paul and Johanna Stennett, waitresses; and Arie Olds,
fective privies.
for the more than
Clare
Atkins
,
Tolber
t Jones and
M._Westpheling. man and wife and
Liasion work was done with the
$22.44 billion that our abstinence will cost us?
co-editors. Mary Alice's column Kthel Lou Jones, colored cooks all
Fulton County News and civj- orIn tune Hollywood fashion, Charles Luekman
column features a safety rule every of whom are employed there now.
and his boys
The Fulton Bulldogs fell before ganizations to sponsor a rat eradiweak and news about many persons
are eating off trays, flying aeToss the country
a heavier and more experienced cation program, which was successin the wee hours,
whom she meets during the week in
Murray High team Friday night fully completed and to be held in
calling hysterically from coast to coast to evolve
the roundhouse, shop, station and
a plan which will
by the score of 41-13. The fans were November.
in the restaurants patronized by
have no greater impact than the Jack Sprat
Work was done in
never in doubt after the first quartooperation
rhyme of "they
the Illinois Central employes.
er which saw Murray score thirtee with the Fulton Count Farm Bulicked
the
platter
n
clean.
"
"She has proved her ability to
reau
to
drain
points
lowlan
ds
and
add fourteen more in the
the Delt;#.
organize by promoting the formation
section to ,elhninate
We WANT to help the starving people
second.
of Europe- We're
of the employes' service club at
ing
and
to
preven
The
t
Bulldo
g's
— line just couldn't
Christians, humanitarians, Americans imbue
Fulton. Gene Hoodenpyle is now the
d with a single
hold the heavier Murray line led ed by dead fish left by bodies of
Fulton Service Club president; its
though
water
t
drying up.
of living in a peaceful world, a citadel of freedo
by big 217 pound tackle, Hugh
a,11'
"Americans must remain
m. But
Wilunited to
vicc-president is H. P. Allen; the
In the field of school hygiene 439
son. The Bulldogs looked very weak
what assurance do we have that we've not pourin
secretary is J. Bowers; and Bill meet the challenge of today's cong
these
person
fabulo
s
us
were inspected by physifrom
rushing as they made only 28.
Jetton is the club treasurer. She ditions," Mrs. Earl Taylor, Membillions down the drains of Communist sewers;
Yards. Most of their gains and both cians or nurses. A total of 254 perbershi
that
we're
p
Chair
not
man
of
the
handled the printing of "bond"
Fulton
touchdowns were made by passes. sons were immunized against smallgetting ready to be burned a third time as
tickets and raised money for their Unit of the A.merican Legion Auxin the previous
The second quarter brought ca- pox, 124 for typhoid fever and 153
printing and the future elub's treas. iliary, told a meeting of the Auxcases of the Idan to Britain and Greece and Turkey
tastrophe to the Fulton team when for whooping cough.
.
ury by soliciting advertising that iliary membership workers at The
Stoney, fullback, had to leave the
Is the high cost of living and giving a mere dollar
appear on the back of the tickets. American Legion Home yesterday.
transteam because of a torn ligament in
Writing about the activities of Urging enrollment of all eligible
fusion for the 16 European Nations banded togeth
his leg. He will not see much
er under the
her fellow -employes for the local women, Mrs. Taylor said:
acOfarshall Plan? What will happen to the Togliat
tion, if any, this Friday night.
"The victory of two years ago
newspaper, which is a link between
ti's et al,
The second half saw most of Murthe railroad and the town of Ful- came because Americans had united
while we're feeding the unfortunates, upon
whose miserable
ray's substitutes in action. The
ton. amounts to what may be called their strength for service to counlives there ls hardly placed a dolasr value?
Bulldogs drow? down to the Murtry. The samaisnited effort is need'public relations:
ray ten yard line in the Cird quared
to
solve• the many problems
"Mary Alice saytoyerrNa enough is
Wee'lutow this is high-powered •Aalk, but condit
ions today
ter on a series of passes but were
known about rai ad families and growing out of the conflict and to
are .making the least of us deep thinkers, -even if
unable to go Over. Murray promptly
what the husbands and fathers of make sure that the freedom so well
a little bewildThe Key Award, YMBC's badge
kicked out of danger and here the of merit
these families.contribute to the civ- defended in -war is not lost in time
ered. We, in Fulton, aren't asking too much. We
to a member performingjust
want
the
third quarter ended.
ic life of Ftigon.' Mary Alice said ot peace.
outsta
nding community service was
folks on Pennsylvania avenue in Washington to
The two teams played back and presented to Lewis Bizzle
she wants thi m to be "more than
stop with the
"Women of veterans' families,
on Tuesesforth in mid-field until the last day night, when the
double talk. On the one hand there are Congressiona
just a neme in print when they re- pecially, need to be united for
l junkets
peacethree minutes of the game. The Palestine Community club met at
tire. They should be fri-nds and time service. In an organization
House
for its
at home investigating the high cost of living and
Bulldogs here pushed their second regular monthly meetin
on the other
have friends and the only way to the American Legion Auxililike
g.
touchdown of the night when Bone
we hear of higher ranking officialdom touring Europ
have friends and the only way to there 1S much they can do to ary
Mr.
Bizzle
is
a
valued
emplo
yee of
e
to
study
im•
caught a pass and scored.
the Malco Theatre and his record
make a friend and keep him is to prove the lot of the disabled
conditions, to spend more money, to export more
veteran
The quarter acores were: 13-0; as a citizen interested
food, to make
know something about him and and the families of the dead
14-6; 27-6; 41-13 with Murray lead- ty projects dates back in communicommodities here'scarcer, to make the cost of
hear about him often." Her eager- disabled. In the Auxiliary they and
even beyond
those available
can
ing all the way.
his membership in the Young Men's
ness to work for and with rail- make their voices heard in
commodities still higher.
The Fulton band and pep squad Business Club.. During
roaelers is based kan the philosophy of security- measures to ' behalf
made the trip to Murray and gave years he was a willing the war
Get it?
to whirh Mary Alice holds. „,ou America's peace, and againsprotect
worker in
t the
a
nice preformance.
many war drives for the sale of
can sell a horse with one eye, if threat of communism to Americ
0, things could be worse we know, but then tragic
an
is
the
atbonds,
you are sold on higi yourself."
Tonight the Bulldogs are hosts to
liberty.
collecting of scrap tin and
titude of many of our public officials who, while
the Union City Toronados at the paper end other conservation projGroups of membership workers
waging a poto
ects.
Memori
al
Statiu
m. This claims to
arry an invitation to join the Aux!
litical sham battle against inflation, are fully
aware that the
His most recent contribution to
be one of the best games on the
iliary to eligible women in
various
solvency of the Federal Government and the integri
Bulldo
g
schedu
le
narts of the city were organi
as the two teams civic development was the erection
ty of the
zed at
on Lake street of the permanent
are about evenly matched.
the meeting. These will be
dollar itself are at stake. All of us from the Presid
headed
ent down are,
memorial to Fulton's war dead.
by Mrs. Gordon Perry and
Mrs.
observ
ing
the
result
of inflation and depreciated money. Many
Clifford Shields. Active
New Inducements Offered ly.The award is made semi-annualenrollment of members for 1948 began
are losing spiritual and moral values in a futile
scramble for a
For Inlisted Reservists
Other business transacted at TuesOctober 16th and the goal of on.
false security, the like of which the world has never
150
day's meeting was the suggestion
enrollments, an increase of 25 per
seen. \
Information has been received
In a down-to-earth talk that hit cent over 1947, is expect
made
It
by "Happy'. Hogan to investiis almost unbelievable that in the face of this
ed to be
from Kentucky Military District,
situation,
tight home to the business and reached by November
gate the possibilities of having the
16th.
Second
leadin
Army,
citizen
g
that
s,
in
quotas
and
are avail- Freedom train stop in
out of public life in the United States,
professional men who make up the
Mrs. J. C. Olive, Unit
Fulton. Joe
able for Enlisted Reservists for
membership of the Chamber of addressed the membershipPresident.
Treas, secretary was instructed to
can for a moment play politics with -inflation, or utter
course
worker
s
conduc
a
s
single
ted
by
the
Adjutant write a letter to the
Commerce, Leon Browder, prom- and asked them to explai
Treasu
ry _DeGeneral's school, Camp Lee, Va„
n to all
word that they do not believe to be based upon sound reason
inent local businessman told
partment for informalion as to the
ing— • for the
in eligible women the
follow
ing
period
s:
facts and figures the tremendous for ,worthwhile serviceopportunities
train's
yet it is being done daily.
iternary.
offered by
Advanced FinTisted Atirn;aistration
potential of a real, honest-to-good- the Auxiliary in its progra.
To inject enthusiasm in the elub
rn of sup(mos. 502) glan.-2 Apr. 1948.
We.thougfid we would send a copy of this letter
ness trade at home program.
a
membe
port for the work of The Americ
to the
Enlisted Masification (mos. 275) during rship drirt.` is to be held
an
'It's all right to talk of getting Legion.
the next tiltb months. DiPresident in the hope that he might understand
•
'
7
Jan.-20 February 1948.
the
gbbbly
vided into groups headed by David
/ industry here," he Faid as he
All eligible Women are urged to
Person
nel
AYlana
degonk
gement
that
Te.-hni
comes
c- Phelps and Milton Exum the
out here, where the grass roots grow. You see,
expressed his keen interest ia such contact some
teams
ian (mos. 290) 7-Jan.-20 Fel raary
a program. "but are we fnaking the ican Legion member of the Amerare to strive for increased 7nemberhe lives in a prison, and doesn't quite Rnow the things
Auxiliary and secure
1948
that reach
most of the .more than $3,000,000 her mombe
ship with the losers feeding the
rship card.
These courses comprise some of winner
the outside world.
local payrolls, and other income of
s at the December meet.
the most valuable training available
over -$7,000,000 annually?"
Paul Westpheling, Fulton County
But anyway we're sending this in the name of -the
in
Membe
the
Adjuta
rs
nt
Genera
of
4-H clubs in 53 counl's School.
8000
News publisher was accepted inte
Preceding the discussion of FulAll enlisted reserve personnel the club
citizens of Fulton who have signed this letter
ton's business potential, President ties are fattening 2,462 calves for
as a new member. Howar
in spirit. If you
interes
the
26th
ted
are
annual
urged
to
fat
contac
cattle
t
the Armbruster and Carroll Peters d
show and
R. V. Putnam appointed Bob White,
can't find the time for an answer, then give us
on,
Unit
sale
Instruc
at
the
the
tor,
wisdo
Bourb
Organi
to
m
on
zed
Stock
Resery
e
Yards
Ernest Fall Jr., Dr. Glenn Bushart
were recognized as new members,
in
:Toms, Technical high school, Owens_ recent
understand.
and Louis Weeks as a committee Louisville Nov. 12, 13 and 14. Inly voted in.
boro.
to see that trees and bushes are cluded are 1,492 Angus, 802 HereWith a wish and a prayer.
What is becoming in behavior h.
cleared from the Harris Fork creek ford, 64 Shorthorn and 104 calves
of
Mrs. J. H. Maddox spent Tues- honorable,
mixed
breeding.
tHE 8000 CITIZENS OF FULTON
channel south of the present flood
and what is honorable
day
with
relativ
es
in
Jackson, Tenn. , is becoming.—Cicero.
control project's boundary in Tennessee.
The Chamber of Commerce will
hold its next meeting Monday night,
Nov. 10, and will not meet in December.
Meatless Tuesday was the second Fred
Mayor Boaz likewise reported told that only two restaurant that
day in the week in Fulton this reportSawyer who informed a News
And as far as poultr
er that "the only difference that he had
week, as a News check of grocers, in the
not been
knew of in the Bluff City were less Thursday, they yless and eggsales
on
Tuesday were that appoint a local chairm notified to they
report
housewives and restaurants proved people
observ
progra
ing
the
an for foTod
m. The excuses "chkken every Sunday" ed, that
was only
that Charles Luckman and his all- Busine bought a little better steak. conservation, but said that he prob- advanced by the hundreds of oth- the name of
a
book.
ss
as
whole
a
has
been off ably would in the event he was ers was that they had too much
ballyhoo band were masticating on
for four or five weeks, but it is the asked.
Meanwhile, in Washington, plarts
the wrong bovine as a means to result
meat on hand and had to use it up."
of exhorbitant meat prices
consave that 100,000,000 bushels of and other
That the excuse was flimsy he are in motion to launch a gigantic
Manag
er
Leon
Fields
of
Kroger
groceries rather than any
grain for export to Europe.
Grocery reported no change in the proved stating that "even here I program replete with posters, .movvolunt
Only in one instance did a groc- said. ary conservation program," he pare, of meat buying on Tuesday can keep Meat for two years if ies, signboards, radio commercials,
"It seems to me that the folks
and Manager Leon Fields of A & P necessary. If the big boys in the etc., to make Mr. and Mrs. AmeriSome folks just can't under eryman report a marked difference in Washington would
realize that (not a typogr
food-conservation
.consciouis.
stand why there are two days a in his meat sales and that was at people arerft going
aphical error, same cities really ul'anted to observe the ca
to stop eating name
different stores) said that national program they could stop Paradoxically. we read, that hunmonth around Fulton when many ,Timmy Meacham's food emporium just because the boys
up
there
dreds of thousands of pounds of
say meat sales on Tuesd
women folks just wouldn't make v,-ho said:
ay were smal- serving meat every day in the week
ao," he
„I certainly noticed a difference they are,continued. "With prices as ler than they were on Monday, but and still not harm their meat sup- potatoes are burned or left in the
an outside engagement for love nor
eating
is
gettin
g
to
be
a
bins to rot to uphold the parity
ply, no matter how large."
in the meat sales on Tuesday. The luxury and•
. . . whoops nearly did it.
meat is bought whep then they always are.
price of that commodity.
they it can be afforded. The day _of the
On the restaurant front the
As far as the housewife is conBut little Phoebe just laughed few who bought meat said
News was informed by popular cerned the ,survey brought only
The cost of the advertising proand laughed because she knew that were buying it to eat on Wednes- week doesn't matter."
Hugh Ruston that his food es- hostility from that corner when she gram to launch the "eat-less" prothose w•Nre thc das's that the brass day. But to tell you the truth, the
Amen. brother!
progra
m
will
amount to nothing,"
band played in splendor a little
Mayor T. T. Boaz of Boaz and tablishment had not observed the reported tha$ buying groceries was gram will be appropriated in some
he said as he reported his results Hester cnd
heart-read5ng task and the pur- devious manner, but pricele
tune that goes:
Aaron Butts of Butts edict of the President in not servss is
of an informal survey of his cus• Grocery report
ed no difference at ing meat or bread and butter un- chase of meth was done with a view the re.mark of one businessman
"Happy is the day
tomers. "People don't eat meat all in the
who
less requested.
of buying just enough to gi/lace the
sales
of
meat
When the IC gets its pay
on
Tilesevery day, anyhow, its too dog- day and
said:
said that any conservation
He did say however, that, "lots plate, with heaps of
And they go
gravey and
gone high."
"Since we couldn't possibly buy
for export purposes were good top- of railroad people eat here that potato
Srendi-7 -11 al•mg."
es and biscuit to stick to the
A typ!cal view was expressed by
ef canvcrsatien . . . period.
meat every day, Tuesday will be
are on the Memphis run. and I was ribs. ,
one of the days we won't buy it.'

FULTON BULLDOGS
LOSE TO MURRAY

LEGION AUXILIARY IN
APPEAL FOR WOMEN
UNITE FOR PEACETIME

LEWIS BIZZLE ,GEIS
YMBC KEY AWARD AT
CLUB'S REGULAR-MEET

LEON BROWD R URGES'
'TRADE AT HOME' TO
BOOST CITY'S SALES

Meatless Tuesday

Little
Phoebe

Who Says Chicken Every Sunday!

'

MECHANICAL PICKERS NOTED EDITOR MAKES
MAY MEAN ACCIDENTS1PLEA FOR CONVENTION
UK ADVISES FARMERS'NEW CONSTITUTION
Kentucky farmers are using a
large number of mechanical cornpickers this fall. As a result, farm
accidents may increase, unless extreme care is exercised in using
these machines. Here are some suggestions offered by agricultural engineers at the University of Kentu4ky college of agriculture and
home economics:
1. Corn picker roils should always be stopped before clearing
them.
2. Never oil or adjust the picker
while it is in motion.
3. Keep all shields in place.
4. Avoid wearing long coats, loose
fitting gloves or other clothing
which .may catch in revolving parts.
5. It is especially important that
all machines be (._.arefully checked
for mechanical defects or repairs
before they are taken to the field.

Louisville, Ky.—"I for one am
tired of having Kentucky rated the
47th State, or a backward state at
all," says Sanpel R. Guard, Editor
of "Breeder's Gazette" in his plea
for "A New Constitution for Kentucky."
In a full-page article in the October issue of "The Kentucky Farmer," Mr. Guard points out that it has
been 56 years since Kentucky has
had a Constitutional Convention.
"Vast have been the changes in
that time--two world wars, the automobile, the radio, the atomic
bomb.
"In anything Kentucky has the
resources, the soil, the climate, the
georgraphical position, the tradition,
and most of the people, the human
stuff, to stand among the No. 1
states of the nation. Let us now
write a modern Constitution that
will enable us to stand among the
Miss Marie Naifeh of Tulsa, Okla., most progressive, forward-looking,
high-purposed, leaderly, achiefring
is visiting relatives here.
i.

1
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Whether you need some of the new time and labor-saving household appliances ... a better car ... or other things to improve your position . . .
phone or come in for a friendly cash loan. We'll gladly help with these ...
or anything else that helps you. You'll like our prompt, confidential service.

Ban>Cita uuta:
THERE'S NOTHING WORSE
THAN URGENT NEEDS
AND AN EMPTY PURSE

attic/t/A4*..L.0.0,pORPORATION
OVER DeMYER JEWELERS
222 LAKE ST., FULTON
Phone 1252

THE PACING MARE
Uncle Bill Clark was the biggest
natural-born liar I ever knew. He
had never been to school and could
not have acquired any of his lying
from books. He had traveled a little, that it, as a Confederate soldier,
and killed hundreds of Yankees,
but after the war he stayed pretty
close to his little farm over on
Pan'ter Creek, except for his Saturday-afternoon trips to Fidelity.
Because of his advanced age, he occupied one of the chairs of the
loafers' j'int and was a sort of a
charter member of the liars' bench.
Nobody dared contradict his yarns,
for it was feared a little skepticism
might break the old fellow's heart
or at leas cause him to quit his
inimitable entertainment. Since Uncle Bill was such a brave man, it
did' not pay to doubt his stories;
why doubting would case a cloud
on his army record, and all of us
were true-blue Rebels, glorying in
the bloody deeds of the old fellows
who somehow lived through the
four long years of the Civil War.
Uncle Bill did not have much of
Capt. Philip L. Stern, Commandthis
world's goods, beyon a wife
Army
Rethe
U.
S.
ing officer of
cruiting Station, 29 Federal Build- and several children. But his mare
ing, Paducah, which covers the Daisy was the one member of hi-s
First Congressional District, re- farmily that we always heard of.
ports that since January 1, 1947, ; She was the pacingest animal that
480 men have been shipped to Fort
Knox, Ky , for exaniination. Of ever ate corn or fodder. She really
this number, 255 were enlisted and was a trim animal, pretty small and
225 rejected. During the month of easy to keep. Uncle Bill was himSeptember this year a total of 19 self a small man, probably not
men were accepted for enlistment weighing over a hundred and
in the! regular Army and Air Force
and 27 were rejected failing to twenty pounds, and all of that was
meet the mental or physical require- sheer muscle. When he came riding
ments at Fort Knox, Ky. Forty-sev- into Fidelity on Saturday afternoon,
en were rejected at the Recruiting he assumed all the dignity and Civil
Station and sub-stations.
, War dare-deviltry that had made
The large percentage of rejects
him a brave cavalryman so long
of
the
efforts
the
of
is significant
Army to maintain an Army made ago. We would look up from our
up of the highest calibre of young whittling and envy him, but no
men, and only the best .can quali- word of ours would let out what we
fy," Captain Sern said.
really felt. We probably made some
High school graduates may now apply to attend the Army school of catty remark about Uncle Bill and
their choice with a guarantee of at- his Daisy that would not look prettending the school after enlistment ty or decent in this essay. When
is effected.
he had tied Daisy to the hitching
"This is only one of the many rack 'which happened to be Ed
educational advantages now offer- Jones'
fence), he came bounding
ed," Capfain Stern said, "and with
such inducements including high along like a much younger man
pay, opportunity to travel, adven- and joined the perennial whittlefs.
ture and other privileges that go
Some of us would soon spin some
with an Army enlistment we must monstrous yarn and declare by all
of
best
the
pick our Army from
American manhood in order to that wai holy that it was the God's
maintain an efficient ,military team truth. That was just a trick to get
so vital to the security of this na- Uncle Bill started. It was not espec
tion:
ially hard, however, to get him to
recount some of his war experiences or his mighty mare. As he
grew older, he - loved most of all
this yarn.
Once he had been up into Henry
county to Swor's Distillery to get
a jug of apple brandy, for Uncle
Bill took a little wine for the stomach's sake in true Biblical fashion
and sometimes took even a little
more. Now Swor always gave his
customers good measure in their
jugs and also treated them to a

ARMY OFFERS MANY
INDUCEMENTS FOR
REGULAR ENLISTEES

A Good Farmer
Is Bound To Make
A Good Governor
FEET ON THE GROUND --Earle Clements is a real farmer. He
was born on a Union County farm,
the son of a farmer, and is actively
engaged in farming. He knows the
farmers' problems from wrestling
with the soil --- not just the theories.
SOIL CONSERVATION --Clements has always helped the
Soil Conservation program. He
knows its great value to Kentucky
farmeis,
R.E.A. AND T.V.A. --In the State Senate he voted for the
Kentucky T.V.A. enabling Act,
and since his election to Congress
lie has always fought for both
T.V.A. and R.E.A.
TOBACCO PRICE HELP --Clements sponsored the law which
added 6 to 8 cents to the price of
dark tobacco.

•TIDBITS

states of the United States."
Mr. Guard's article is prompted
by the non-partisan question to be
d on in the forthcoming electIToti:
"Are you in favor of the calling
of a Constitutional Convention for
the purpose of revising or amending the present Constitution of
Kentucky, and such amendmentaas
may have been made to the samP"
To call a Constitutional Convention it will require a fourth of
the State s qualified voters or approximately 160,000 people to vote
"Yess" on November 4th, the article
points out.
The Campaign Committee for a
Kentucky Constitutional Convention has maintained that Kentucky's
"out-of-date" Constitution will not
permit school funds to be distributed fairly; education to be taken
out of politics. It has further stated
that "Kentucky voters lose $500,000 every two years through inefficient election methods."

MARKETING --As a member of the House Agriculture Committee, Clements helped
write and enact the Federal Marketing and Research Act, and he
pledges the creation of a vigorous
State Division of Marketing and Research in the Agricultural Department at Frankfort.
GOOD ROADS --Clements stands for more and better rural roads.
KNOWS ECONOMY --As a County judge of Union County, Clements cut the debt in half by
shrewd management.
EXPERIENCED --Clements is a Democrat of the progressive school. His motto is progress. His able service in County,
State and Congressional posts
qualifies him to do a real job as
Governor. •

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION, ETC..
REQUIRED BV THE ACT OE CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 14, 1911, AS AMENDED BV THE
ACTS OE MARCH 3, 1933, AND JI LY
1946
Of Fulton ('ounty News, published weekly
at Fulton, Kentucky for October 1917.
Before me, a notary public in and for 113.,

IN THE NOVEMBER 4th STATE ELECTION

MODERN EQUIPMENT...
MODERN PROTECTION

FOR 30 DAYS ONLY!
Farm Bureau Members Have a Special Chance To Get
BLUE CROSS HOSPITALIZATION PROTECTION
Your farm group will reopen during a state-wid•
community enrollment. Don't wait until the anisvel
reopening in April to provide for hospital care 61,
modern way.

on the
6.BLUEPLAN
CROSS

Remember...
ENROLL
During October
Write or Phone
TODAY

Act Now

H. J. FRENCH
Agent
HICKMAN, KY.
PHONE 126

ARE YOUR

A NNERS

LINE
f/j_ SHOWING?

z

State

and COUll ty aforesaid. personally ap
peared R. Paul Westplielins. uho having
been duly suorn according to law, deposes
and nays that he is the publisher of The
News anti that the following is to the best
of his knowledge and belief, a true statement
of ownership, managenfer
the aforesaid
publication for the date shown -In the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24,
191'2 AP amended by the Act of March .3,
1933. and July .1. 1946 embodied In section
537 Postal Laws and Regulations.
1. That R. Paul Westpheling IP publisher
and Johanna Westpheling owner.
That known bondholders mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent or mom Of"
total amount of bonds
mortgages or other securities are: J. Pant
Bushart. Fulton, Ky.
That the average number of copies of
-ach Issue of this publication sold or distributed through the mails or otherwise to
Paid subscribers during the twelve months
preceding the date shown als,ve is 1478.
R. Paul Westphelimr. Publisher
Sworn to anti subscribed before me this
1st day of October, 1947.
•
133.1SSELL H. PITCHFORD. Notary

GIVE OTHERS A CHANCE
A "Time Out" between calls gives
others a chance to use the line.

KEEP
rbiS

ond

CALLS

Pointe',"

BRIEF

assures
better
yoUr
serVice
party

line

for you
neighbors.

er
s"

consIderote
HANG OP
busy, the
Gently."
line Is
up
the
"Hong
When
is
do
thing to
A table -Ad two chairs
$1.10

RELEASE THE LINE
IN EMERGENCY

COA r COVERS

NWENAMEL

VOTE FOR CLEMENTS

free drink of his best. Uncle Bill worse for her marvelous expergot his jug filled and then filled ience, right in the dusty road ahead
his skin with Swor's Best. These of the last one, still pacing for
attentions to the inner man were dear life. "And she never missed
getting in their best work by the •a lick, 1 gannies," concluded Uncle
time Uncle Bill had got back to the Bill.
Big Hall just south of Fidelity.
Daisy pranced along the dusty road
I often wonder how much busias if she, too, had had a swig of ness travel is induced by the desire
Swor's Best. Uncle Bill rode along, to get away from domestic bickering.
feeling gay and proud of having
Let us be true: this is the highest
the best hoss-fiesh on the ease side maxim of art and of life, the secret
of the county. Just as he was giv- of eloquence and virtue, and of all
ing Daisy her fanciest tryout as a moral authority—Amiel's Journal.
pacer, he looked from the top of
the hill and saw seven covered wagons going down the hill, on their
Veterinary Service
way west. Now Daisy was a spirited
Day or Night
animal, according to Uncle Bill, and
resented any interference. Urrcle
Phone 807 R
Bill pulled hard on the reins when.
Or Call 70
they approached the first wagon,
but Daisy was going at too rapid a Dr. H. W. Connaughton
pace to stop. The road was too narGraduate Veterinarian
row for her to go around. Seeing
that something drastic had to be
Located on Martin-Fulton
done, Uncle Bill kicked her in the I
Highway
flanks. She paced right over the
seven wagons and landed, none the

NO BRUSH MARKS'

51.65 Quart

ROPER
Electric and Furniture Co.
324 Walnut

Phone 907

When another party on the line
has an emergency, pleas•
release the line quickly.

POLITENESS PAVES THE WAY TO
A PLEASANT PARTY LINE
SOUTHERN CUL TELEP.IONE AO TELEGRAPH COMPANY
7ncorporated

J

17
•

oerfor
sed
,cle

usi•
;ire
:ertest
:ret
all
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Betty Matthews of South
Fulton spent Wednesday afternoon
with Mrs. Hillman Collier.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell
spent Sunday evening with Mr. and
Mrs. John Verhine and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gambill
and Micheal attended church at
the Church of Christ at Fulton Sunday.
Mr. Bud Fulcher had a cal accident Saturday while parked at the
home of a neighbor on a high bank.
The brakes didn't seem to hold so
the car went over the embankment.
No one was in the car and the tar
was only slightly damaged.
Mrs. Herbert Grissom and little
daughter, Hazle of Fulton spent a
while Tuesday evening with Mrs.
Edgar Grissom.
Don Collier is very sick with
pneumonia at this writing.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird of
Cayce spent a while Sunday with

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom.
Mrs. Hillman Collier is suffering
from a cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Griffith
and daughter, Ann spent Sunday
with Mrs. Griffith's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Byars and family of
Fulton.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird of
Cayce, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and
children, Mrs. Josie Hicks, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Evans, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Jackson took supper Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs. Marshell Daughty and family.
Mrs. Lizza Ogden of Rigley, Tenn.
is spending a few days with her
sister, Mrs. Julian Fulcher -and
family, West State Line, and attending the bedside of her daughterin-law, Mrs. Hattie Ogden who is
in Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
children spent a while Sunday afternoon late with Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Taylor and Joy.

How Much
Do You Know
about Christian Science?
If you are not correctly informed about Christian Science, how
can you discuss it intelligently? Take this opportunity to
learn some of the facts about this religion that has done so much
to heal ruman ills and free sufferers from human misery,
Attend

A FRF.E LECTURE
entitled

"CHRISTIAN SCMNCE:
THE BASIS OF ENDURING PEACE"
BY ELISABETH CARROLL SCOTT, C. S. B.
of NIEMPHIS, TENN.
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church,
The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21
8 P. M., IN

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
CARR STREET

Christian Science Society
of Fulton, Kentucky
Cordially Invites You to Attend
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L. L. MOSS
announces the purchase of

The Steak House

•

CHAS. W. BURROW

SMALLMAN

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced

KENTUCKY UTILITIES
CONNECTS 1000 NEW
CUSTOMERS MONTHLY

Phone 502

Despite continuing serious
ma, terial and supply shortages, Kentucky Utilities company and its
subsidiaries are connecting 1,000
new customers to electric lines each
month, R. M. Watt, K.U. presiden_t,
announced in Lexington this week.
This rate of new connections is an
all-time high.
Puring the two years since VJDay, 22,165 new customers were
added to the power lines of the
system which serves 72 Kentucky- counties, three counties in

NO. 1 APPLES

$2.00 Bu.
$1.00 Bu.

Phone 9193 for Pick-up and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

poLsGRA..,-vE sTEARTILE

Beecher O. Finch, Prop.
mile South Mt. Moriah Church

UNDER THE NEW MANAGEMENT

11.111111111111111111MINIIIM

The Steak House

_oyez_y

Mayfield Highway, Near Ford Garage, Fulton

r,

KENTUCKIANS!
It's your duty to be fully informed of the issues involved in
the November Election. As a public service, the following
important radio programs have been scheduled

GUARANTIED REMIT

WILL BE OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

Under the new ownership The Steak House will be under the management of Hugh Fly. The same personnel who operated Smith's Cafe will
•
Steak Muse. The coffee which made Smith's Cafe famserve you at The,
ous will be served at the Steak House now, using the Smith's Cafe coffee

DIAMOND
RINGS
1-Doubly guaranteed in
wilting to be perfect.
2-Individually registered
in the owner's name.
3-Fully insured against
theft, fire and loss.
4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.
Soo thorn ot your
AUTHORIZED

Fulton, Ky.

Your car is still a valuable property---take care
of it! NOW is the time to change over to winter
grease and oils. We will advise you right and
give you prompt, friendly service,

APPLES FOR SALE
NO. 2 APPLES

‘. live Street

RegularCare Saves Wear

Blue Wing Orchards

urns.

Pa•e 3

Mrs. Walter Byars and children,
Virginia and two in Tennessee. sells power at a wholesale no-profit
PILOT OAK
and mother, Mrs. Laura Bell of
Eighteen thousand of these new rate to 19-co-operatives at
36 loMayfield and Mrs. Ed Byars of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive and customers were urban and rural cations in Kentucky.
Fulton spent Monday with Mr. and children visited Mr. and
Mrs. White- residential users.
Mrs. Raymond Griffith and Ann.
sell Bowden Sunday and attended
During the same period the a-.
Mr. and Mrs. Rice Spence visit- the air show at Union
Give work rather than alms to
mount of electricity used for houseCity.
Sunday
afternoon with her pared
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Gossum and hold purposes by individual cus- the poor. The former drives out inc nts, Mr. and Mrs. George Griffith sons, Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Lowry tomers served by the companies also dolence, the latter industry.—Tryon
of Fulton.
•
and son went to Gilbertsville Dam set a new high, jumping 22 per cent Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive and son Sunday afternoon.
from August, 1945, to the current
of Fulton will move to the Hillman
aver,age of 1,124 kilowatt hours a
The
Collier's farm this Fall where Mr. Mrs. Homemakers Club met with year. This increase
reflects the
Edith Yates Thursday, October
and Mrs. Raymond Griffith now 9.
The following answered to roll wide use of postwar home electric
lives. Mr. and Mrs. Griffith will call: Mrs.
appliances.
Evelyn Yates,.Mrs. Ernmove to their farm near Austin est
An indication of the emphasis
Coletharp, Mrs. Pauline Carr,
Springs.
REAL ESTATE and
Mrs. Allene Lowry, Mrs. EMMA which the companies are putting on
Grissom, Mrs. Alta Rowland, Mrs. farm electrification is shown by the PUBLIC
AUCTIONEER
Nova Coletharp, Mrs. Edna Wag- fact that four out of ten of the new
PALESTINE
goner, Mrs. Opehlia Caldwell and residential customers were in rural OFFICE OVER CITY NATIONAL
Mr. and Mrs. Dewie Inman spent Mrs. Mar-Y Collins. Next month they areas.
BANK—PHONE 61
In addition to these direct rural
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. W. meet with Mrs. Evelyn Yates.
P. Hopkins in Wingo.
Mr. i-ri.mett Finley was taken to customers of the K. U. companies,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and the Jones Clinic Wednesday of last rural electric co-operatives are con- Farm and City Property
Jimmie Wallare spent Sunday with week. He was very stele at the time necting farms to electric lines at .a
List or Buy With Us!
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell.
when they took him to the hospital. rapid rate, according to Watt. K. U.
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder, We wish for him a speedy recovery_
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Browder and
Miss June Moody and Miss GlenMr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley at- da Kindred visited Mrs. Mary Coltended a singing in Hickman Sun- lins Sunday afternoon.
day.
Mrs. Lela Bushart is on the sick
Misses Lola B. and Altie Lee list also your correspondent, Mrs.
Hol,mes spent the week end with Mary Collins and please don't forget about me in your prayers. I
their aunt in Lynnville.
Mrs. John Binkley and Miss Eu- hope I may have more news next
nice McAllister spent Sunday with time.
Mrs. Evelyn Melton visited Mrs.
and
their aunt, Mrs. John Wade
Winnie Steele Thursday afternoon.
family, West State Line.
Miss
student
Browder,
Mildred LeConu and Misses
of
Lynn Phillip
Murray college spent the week end Estes near Fulton called to see Mrs.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Et- Mary Collins Sunday afternoon.
hel Browder.
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr.
ROCK SPRINGS
PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
and Mrs. Rupert Browder were Mr.
and Mrs. Ethel Browder, Mrs. John
Nettie L. Copelen
Binkley, Miss Eunice McAllister and
Safe Ambulance Service
Mrs. Ella Bell Guyn visited Mrs.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent.
Ella Veatch Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. William McClanahan is a
Mrs. Ruby Hardison, Rita Carol
Carr and Third Streets, Fulton, Hy.
patient in Haws Clinic. We hope
and Miss Rachel Hardison spent
for her a speedy recovery.
Eugene Bard, student at Bowl- Thursday afternoon in Crutchfield.
PHONE No. 7
Mrs. Nora Copelen spent Thursing Green, spent the week end with day
afternoon. with Mrs. Willie
home folks.
Ruth McClanahan.
PAUL HORNBEAK, Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer
•
The annual Fulton County Poultry
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
Picnic will be held at the new com- Miss Ina Bellew attended the
WALTER VOELPEL, Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer
munity house Wednesday, begin- tist Association at Old Bethel BapSunning at 10 a. m. Prof. Insko of Ken- day.
tui.sky University will be glad to
MRS. YATES, Lady Assistant
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchel Guyn were
discuss poultry problems. Also. Mr. Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mr.
J. E. Humphreys, field agent will be and Mrs. Edd Byrd.
present.
Misses Marie, Narie and Gladys
Miss Lelia May Harrison is im- i Moore and Bro. and Mrs. Joe Wilson
proving in Haws Clinic. We hope visited Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd
for her a speedy recovery.
and family Sunday afternoon.
Don Collier is reported ill with
Mrs. Willena Veatch attended a
virus pneumonia, also Mrs. Wilbur Sunday school meeting at Cayce
Hardy is ill.
Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wade and
Mrs. Elizabeth Elliott and Mrs.
TIN SHOP
al
family spent Sunday with Mr. and Jennie Pully spent Tuesday with
Hardy.
Wilbur
Mrs.
Mrs. Ora Elliott.
Mrs. Eva Sanders, Mrs. Margaret
Oddities and singularities of be- Maxwell and son spent Tuesday
havior may attend genius, but when afternoon with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
they do they are its misfortunes and
and Martha Kay and Mrs. Nora
blemishes.—Sir W. Temple.
What a man does, not what he Copelen visited awhile Wednesday
feels, thinks, or believes, is the uni- night with Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
versal yardstick of behavior.—Ben- Green.
jamin Leeming.

-

FRIDAY, Oct. 17 at 7:00 p. m., C. S. T.
Paul York
John Fred Williams
TUESDAY, Oct. 21 at 7:00 p. m., C. S. T.
Congressman Thruston B. Morton
and

DEALER'S

ELDON S. DUMMIT
Republican Candidate

Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulion:

For Governor

.Xoyedibo
.
.4did

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
224 Lake St

BE SURE TO TUNE IN STATION WHAS
POLITICAL ADV.—Republican State Central Committee
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R. Paul and Johanna M. Westpheling
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Ent,ered as second class matter June 28, 1933, at the post office at Fulton, Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.

Come to FORD'S...for the

OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by advertising department.
Subscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere
$2.50 a year.
LYNNVILLE

HEL.L0 WORIp

Ms. Bob Taylor
We are having some fine fall
weather. It's time for putting away
hay and making some good old
sorghum molasses.
Mrs. Alhe Crorhron is still on the
sick list.
Mrs. Ben Simpson is also on the
sick list.
Mrs. J. R. Taylor spest Thursday
afternoon with Mrs. Elmon Wert.
At last we have the old Concord
Road in fine shape for traveling.
Mrs. Baloh Reaves spent last Friday with Mrs. Cochron.
Mrs. Herman Price was operated
on at the Mayfield hospital- last
week. She is doing nicely at this
time.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clonts announce the birth of a 9 pound and
five ounce son, George Daniel, born
October 11 at the Haws Memorial
hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Boyd Sams,
Route 4, are the parents of an eight
pound and four ounce son born October 12 at the Haws Memorial
hospital.

CURLEE, HYDE PARK All-Wool

Mr. and Mrs. John Bard of Pater
Valley announce the birth of a seven pound 14 ounce daughter, Shirley
Ann, born October 12 at the Fulton
hospital.

SUITS

Mr. and Mrs. Billie Green of
Crutchfield announce the birth of
a six pound son born October 13 at
Mrs. Moore Joyner spent Wednes- the Haws Memorial hospital.
day in Paducah shopping.

All the skill of the industry has been manufactured into these suits to

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Swift of KanE. D. Keiser is on a business trip
sas City, Mo., announce the birth of
in Nashville, Tenn.
a daughter born October 12 at St.
Billy Homra, a student of Castle Masgaret's hospital in Kansas City.
Heights Military Academy in La- Mr. Swift is formerly of Fulto:t.
banon, Tenn., is spending the
Some Veterans Administration
week end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Homra on Walnut street. hospitals are training handicapped
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McDaniel and veterans to fil/ technical and skilled
daughter, Susan, spent Sunday in jobs within the hospitals after their
release.
Caruthersville, Mo.

make them today's best suit
the patterns, and the

way they wear. Single and double-breasted.

$35.00 up

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
408 Eddhigs Street

values for the money. You'll like the drape,

MANCHESTER, MARX HAAS
SUITS

Fulton, Ky.

For Ambulance Service
Looking for quality that is a little%
Day or Night

better . . . workmanship that is a

PHONE 88
WINFRED WHITNEL
ANN W. HORNBEAK

little

nvire

painstaking . . . ? Ask to

see the new Fall Manchester or Marx
Owners

Reserve District No. 8

Charter No. 6167

& Haas suits!

MENS NEW FALL
SWEATfRS

$30 to $60
1/

REPORT OF CONDMON OF THE

CITY NATIONAL BANK
Of Fulton, In The State Of Kentucky, At The Clor,e Of Business On Oc...
tober 6, 1947 Published Ln Response To Call Mode By Comptroller Of
The Currency, Under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.

„Pationally-adverti§e4 Qatalina and CooperT, allwool, V-neck, sleeveless
and long-sleeve slipovers;

NUNN-BUSH SHOES
Smart, distinctive, made by
master craftsmen for a dis-

also coat styles.
— ASSETS —

$4

Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve
balance, and cash items in process of collection
United States- Government obligations, direct and
guaranteed
Obligations of States and political subdivisions
Corporate stocks (including $4,600.00 stock of Federal Reserve Bank)
Loans and discounts (including $4.38 overdrafts)
Bank premises owned $18,800.00, furniture and
fixtures $3,800.00

to

criminating wearer. Nationally
advertised and universally ac-

$9

claimed! Nunn-Bush and Port-

$1,608,557.22
3,113,300.00
3,345.00
5,368.67
236,479.23
22,600.00
$4,989,650.12

TOTAL ASSETS

SMART FALL TIES

age Shoes __

Nationally-advertised
Wembley, Botany, Arrow,
Regal-Aire in colors that
add life to your ensemble!

WHITE SHIRTS

$1 to TO

Also stripes and fancy patterns
in brands you know and can depend on . . Arrow, Enro, Towne
and Tru-Val. Plenty on hand ..

LIABILffIES —
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and
Corporations
Deposits of United States Government (including
postal savings)
Deposits of States and Political subdivisions
Deposits of banks
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks,
etc.)
TOTAL DEPOSITS

NEED SOX!

$4,763,418.12
3,097.01
16,000.44
5,130.47 ?
25,410.72

$7.50 to $15.95

We have the nationally-advertised Interwoven, Jerks
and Coopers in short or

buy as many as you wish.
$150

up

$4,813,056.76
3,670.71

Other liabilities

regular lengths.

55

to

c

$4,816,727.47

TOTAL LIABILITIES

75c pair

STYLE PARK. PEDIGREE, CHAMP
. HATS

Nationally-Advertised

— CAPITAL ACCOUNTS —
•

Accessories

Capital Stock:
80,000.00
73,000.00
15,290.69
4,631.96

(c) Corrunon stock, total par $80.:000.00....
Surplus
Undivided profits
Reserves (and retirement account for,Sreferred stock)

• 172,922.65

TOTAL LIABILITTES and CAPITAL ACCTS

$4,989,650.12

— of KENTUCKY, couvry of FULTON, ss:
—ATE
ST
C, P. Williams, cashier of the above named bank, do:solemnly
swt.ar that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
C. I'. WILLLXS, Cashier.
Sworn to ard subscribed before Correct—Litest:
L. H. WEAKS
vie th. 13th •*qy of October, 1947.
L. E. ROV 'ER
J. a— Ff.LL, / Aary Public.
N. G. °OKI;
9.,
March
ex0-es
-n .ion
Kb
:1i VI

belts and

Their smart looks and their longwearing qualities make them the best
9Iues in t,own for the money! Buy
witil confidence and wear them with

braces

$1.50 up
Coopeg

v•

TO'TAL CAPITA1J ACCOUNTS

Pioneer

underwear

a n

•

pride.

jockey shorts.
SWANK jewelry
"rtsrnen men's id/Steed
-SPO

si
z

FO

CLOTI1161

Lake Street
Directors.

"
11.1
40441••••••••••41444141.114•41
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.•4144114
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Repeoted by Request
for This Week-end
Yes, the- weather wa-s pretty last week-eud...and some folks told us it
was just impossible to
get in to buy at our THIRD BIRTHDAY SALE because there was just
too much work to do.
We lopked things over and decided that we could offer these big
specials again this week-end
and make things fair for everybody. Do YOU need furniture? Come
in and brows.e around!

10 .or Fun in Bed/0

Sale!8.Pc.Walnut Finish
5-Piece Oak
Breakfast Set

iimAYS91!9„rka
BED LAMP
RADIO
.8,

MO OWN

•

•••• 1MM 41•111 OM.:MAMA,

Dining Room
SUITE
'The smartest bedtime story ever told!
Read under light that's kind to your
eyes—as the music of your favorite orchestra plays softly in your ears. The
NIGHTINGALE,styled like a dream in
fleaming Ivory plastic, combines the
'Clear as a Bell- tone °fa quality Sonora
Radio with a scientifically designed, noglare bed reading-light. Compact . ..
easy to tune ... fitting any ht,l—there's
nothing like the NIGHTINGALE for
luxurious bedtime entertainment! Yours for only
$2995

Listen to vourfororite programs
in the cor-nfort oflour bed! Read
r light that's kind to'our
ejcs!

*mitt
BEDTIME STORY EVER TOLD

a)fa) F I FISTS
/
-241X\I
/ ir
-N4
/ a

Creira
It's smart! It's new! It's the most
delightful of all small radios!
Here's your big buy in the perfect "extra" radio that's truly
good enough to serve 'as the
"main" set in your home. Surprisingly powerful AC-DC Superhet circuit. "Clear as a Bell"
tone. Built-in aerial. Available
in choice ofthree delightful colors
to suit your taste. For sheer radio
cheer and charm,there's nothing
like the "Gems!"

b fil•••44, Mokompay Moo
001.
b Ivry,only $111.12.
Is 1/0.11.••••dy tomato..
aim aelv $19.92.

Fultmitaw
SuloAti ENTERTAINMENT

COMPLETE

styling and
best! Here is Here's comPay less for the
second to none.
"Clear
furniture
entertainment—thrilling
fine
ALII0MatiC Phonoplete horn,
and
Radio
as a Bell" challenges comparison with the
Automatic
graph that
gentle-action
Superfinest! Latest
to 12 records.
up
plays
standard
Changer
radio tunes
sensitive Superhet Wave.Has 12" concert
Broadcast and Shortvariable tone control;
automatic
dynamite speaker;
"Sonorascope" antenna;
giant tuning
built-ht
edge-lighted
volume control;
luxuriously proporconsole is
finished
dial. The
mahogany veneers,
choice
furniture.
tioned,of
cherished fine
of
tradition
compartments.
in the
record storage performance—
With two big
angli—styling or
value
From any
console combination
here's the best Model RMR-219 t Go can
market.
•./J—
A
'
on the .........................
$270.00
at only
WITH IFM-AIA.Only
MOON.NO.WL111.1-219 WITH FIA-AM, in choke
WIRU-220
$2110.00.
MOON. NO.
venoms. Only
Mash)
Nook avallstsgsay
"Wow on FM
di..01*
(nadit-ill

Includes six chairs upholstered in blue velour
including a master chair, spacious table 38 in- ches wide and 48 inches deep with an additional
13.inch extension leaf, and a roomy 4-section
buffet 48 inches wide and 18 inches deep.
SPECIAL:

$29.95
Sturdy table with 10-inch extension
leaf and four matching upholstered
chairp, at a real dollair-saving price!
Finished either in white etamel or
maple.

$169695
TWO PIECE SET! CHROME AND LEATHER- 1
ETTE SETTEE AND MATCHING CHAIR!

Yes, we have a good assortment of
HEATERS, STOVES, RANGES
and allied supplies. Are you ready
for the coming cold weather?

Here is a well-made, durable combination that will fit
nicely almost anywhere! Tubular chrome steel, with arms,
heavy-duty springs, upholstered backs. Regular priced,
both for $75 . . . Our Special Birthday Sale Price:

BOTH -FOR .$50

OCCASIONAL
CHAIR
SE T
Includes one rocker and one straight chair, as pictured. Walnut finish, spring-filled and your choice
of covering in either wine velour or blue. REGULAR
$37.50 . . ANIVERSARY WEEKEND SPECIAL:

Both Chairs For
50
r•

FULTON ELECTRIC & FORNITURE C
319-323 WALNUT STREET
6. I ,

6, .

.41.

11

4.611,1\"; 1"/ 111.111"...

ERNEST LOWE, Manager
PHONE 100,
097411t21311trigWOICINSTIMMIIIMMIMEICIPHMH3i1111. 11\
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7own Topics
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Locke have returned from a visit to their daughter, Mrs. George Prichard and family in Mayfield.
John Earle spent Monday
Memphis on business.

in

Mrs. John Murphy and son, C.H.
Murphy of Louisville are guests of
Mrs. L. A. Clifton.
Rev. and Mrs. E. M. Oakes have
returned from a visit with friends
in Harrisburg, Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. Wren Coulter farmT. K. Russell has returned from
erly of Centralia, Ill., arrived here
a business trip to Chicago.
last week and will make their home
Miss Carolyn Duley of Memphis here.
spent the week end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley on
T. M. Exum has returned home
Pearl street.
from a„ visit to his daughter, Mrs.
Harry Plott and Mr. Plott in DuDr. and Mrs. L. O. Brad,y have quion, Ill.
returned from a visit . to their
daughter, Mrs. Lynn Steinke and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Russell
Mr. Steinke in Memphis.
have returned to their home in San
Benito, Texas, after a visit with
Mrs. Harry Plott has returned to his sister, Mrs. M. I. Boulton
her home in Duquion, Ill., after Mr. Boulton on Norman street.and
a visit to relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Khourie of
Cairo, Ill., gient the week end
with her mother, Mrs. Alex Khourie.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter McLeary
and daughter, Betty Rose, were
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. Hyland.

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home

WATCH
TATUM-EMBRY BUYS
HARRLS-RORRS CO.

EFFICIENT
PROMPT and

COURTEOUS SERVICE
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR

k

Keepsa

e

DIAMONDS

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

enlisting for one year are given
their choice of initial assignment
to any post, camp or station in the
Second army area.
When you encounter incompetency' and discourtesy at the same
place you never return, unless it's
some place where your wife likes
to be seen.

AllIllf WAY—
Wow&eaMtRot09/tae•e Xed
THE JOHN DEERE NO.124 COMBINE
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Mrs. Lowell Roberts and children left Monday for St. Louis,
where they will join Mr. Roberts
and make their home.

REPAIRING

01,
8111011.1110i1111110

Army Locates Permanent
Recruitliig Station Here

who comes to Fulton from Paducah
headquarters.
The station will be open six days
a week from 8:30 to 5 p. m., and
will accept enlistments for the Army
ground and air forccs only.
Sgt. Nicholson points out that
men enlisting for three years are
now being offered their choice of
theaters for Overseas duty; those

The Army ground forces and the
Mrs. S. G. Russell of Oklahoma,
City, Okla., is the guest of her air forces announte the opening of
brother, Mrs. J. D. Davis and Mrs. a permanently-located
recruiting
station in Fulton this week.
Davis on Eddings street.
The recruiting station will be
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Allen, Mr. temporarily quartered in the Fuland Mrs. Thomas Edwin Allen and ton post office building until other
children, Tommy and Marla Kay, quarters downtown can be located
and S. F. Dosier of Monroe, La., and put in shape. The kcal station
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. will be in charge of Sgt. Nicholson,
J. E. Hannephin.

129 University
Phone
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

.

a call from Memphis Friday announcing the arrival of a new son
to Mr. and Mrs. John Clements.
Bro. Paul Hall will preach at
Bible Union, Church of Christ on
3rd Sunday afternoon at 2:30. The
public is cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wray from
Chicago spent the week end in
Latham. They 'were given a nice
miscellaneous shower at his grand
morthers on Saturday afternoon.
Our school fair was quite a success last Friday. We are very thankful to all who helped to .make it
our best.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement ljicks were
week end visitors of Mr`.'and Mrs.
Sam Lochridge.

Friday, October 17 1947

FULTON, KY.

M.r. and Mrs. Troy Glidwell of
Murray, spent Sunday with
her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gholson on Maple ave.

Livestock commission men at the
R. C. Pickering is ill at his home
Bourbon Stock Yards in Louisville on Third street.
for many years, the firm of HarrisRogers Company has just been purCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
chased by Tatum-Embry St Company, according to Cecil Embry, "Th.ctrine of Atonement" is the
manager of the latter firm.
subject of the Lesson-Sermon which
The sale of Harris-Rogers Com- will be read in all Christian Science
pany was made because of the ill churches throughout the world on
health of the partners, Robert Ilar- 5it..nday, 0( tober 19, 1947.
ris and W. F. Rogers, both active at
The Golden Text is: "The preachthe Louisville market for more than ing of the cross is to them that perhalf a century. The firm sold was ish foolishness; but unto us which
originally known as McCamphell, are saved it is the power of God."
Figg & Burnett, later as Harris, (I Cor. 1:18).
Smith & Webb, and in mote recent
Among the citations which comyears as Harris-Rogers Company.
prise the Lesson-Sermon is the folThe purchaser, Tatum-Embry & lowing from
the Bible: Therefore
Co., has been operating at the Bour- let all the
house of Israel know asbon Stock Yards for 70 year; and suredly,
that God hath made that
is the largest and oldest livestock same
Jesus, whom ye have t:rucifibuying and selling agency south of ed, both
Lord and Christ.' (Acts
the Ohio.
2:36).

Former County Atty.
Grateful To Retonga

Sunday school :45 a. m.
Wednesday testimony meeting,
7:30 p. m.
Sunday church service, 11:00
a. m.
Reading room, Wednesday and
Saturday, 2 to 4 p. m.
All are welcome.

From cutter bar to grain tank, the dependable John
Deere No. 12-A Combine is designed to save more grain'
. . . harvest more bushels at a lower per-bushel coat
throughout Its long life.
Cutting a 6-foot :wadi, the No. 12-A handles the crop
in a straight line ... there are no turns—no corners to,
cause piling up or slowing dovrn the machine. The geode.
handling of the crop in its travel from the cutter bar to
the threshing cylinder prevents shattering losses.
The full-width, easily-adjustable, rasp-bar cylinder
threshes dean in all conditions. Full-width separadni
units do a thorough job of separating grain from the
straw; extra-long deaning shoes and powerful blast fiat
insure clean grain in the tank.
The No. 12-A is a pairs-saving combine you ain't al.
ford to be without. See us for complete information;

GET FULL USE
FROM YOUR RADIO
It isn't necessary to let your
radio stand idle and to miss favorite radio programs. Can us
and we
put it back into A-1
condition, promptly, experty and
economically. Call 401.

324 Wal

Williams Hardware Co.

CITY
Electric Co.
205 Commercial Ave.

Phone 169
Fourth Street

Fulton

JOHN DEERE
Qeearery 7
a/rose
ceevsseestraird.57-rotee

LATHAM
Prominent Citizen Tells I spent most of the time in bed. In
AND BIBLE UNION
'39 I had an old gentleman about 75
About His Own Case In working in my garden. Neither the Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Wheeler spent
summer heat or the hard the week end with their daughter,
Hope That Others May intense
work seemed to bother him while Mrs. Yvonne Stephens of Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Rea from
I, as usual, was barely able to be up.
Regain The Joy of Living He
told me to take Retonga and Detroit, Mich., are visiting relatives
and
friends of Latham. Rupert is
As He Did, He States. advised me to try it.
"Before I finished the first bot- recovering from an appenclactonly.
Felt Like He Was About tle of Retonga I felt so greatly re. Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Williams
ieved that I began to eat better and, moved from Illinois this week to
At End of Row.
our community. We are glad to have
:eel stronger. By
"Retonga made life pleasant for
me when it looked like I was about
done for, and it would be impossible
to express my gratitude to the
medicine," states Mr. Ferd P.
Veeck, Petersburg, Ind., former
county attorney, republican committeeman, newspaper publisher,
and one of the most highly respected men in Southern Indiana.
"I suffered tortures from indigestion after every meal, and by
four o'clock in the afternoon I felt
almost completely exhausted,'' contiruied Mr. Veeck "In the the middle of each summer I had to stay
away from my office for weeks, and

FI

the time I finished
the three children back in our
hree bottles I felt better
and
itronger than in years. I have con- school.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Cle.ment had
Inued to enjoy unusual strength
and good feeling. Retonga was
grand for me, and I hope this statement will enable someone else to
Cagle Plumbing Shop
regain the joy of living as I did."
Mr Veeck is one of hundreds of
prominent .men and women praising
DEEP WELL PUMPS
this famous medicine. Retonga
:Mended to relieve distress due to
insufficient flow of digestive juices
AND PIPES
in the stomach, loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency, and constipation. Retonga may be obtained at
the City Drug Co., Fulton.
206 Church St.
—Adv.

Phone 399

Be Quick To Treat

Bronchitis

oatiJWC
jah.

Chronic bronchitis may develop if
your cough, chest cold; or acute bronchitis is not treated and you cannot afford to take a chance with any medicine
less potent than Creomuision which
goes right to the seat of the trouble to
help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucou,s membranes.
Credmulsion blends beechwood creosote by special process with other time
tested medicines for coughs. It contains
no narcotics.
No matter how many medicines yoU
have tried, tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the underding you mustlike the way It quickallays the cough,permitting rest and
or you are to have your money

f. 67o4c1-14aimecl iffecleaosios
know your Ford from the
ground up. Never miss a
chance to give you faster,
money-saving service.
3.

—

2. 47eAusisse Allow/ Pa4la
are made right to fit your
Ford right and last
longer. That means fewer
expensive replacements
later on.

*. laatout-appstrowl
Methods,
designed by Ford
engineers, save
time and money
—do the job
better.

Safe, Dependable, Economical

. P_ARIS1AN
Laundry & CleaneiVs

Sp1Oial lOati

is designed by Ford engineers to give your Ford a
thorough check-up.

(Adv.)

Send your curtains to us. We will return them
clean, perfectly ironed and ready to hang. It will
save you hours of back-breaking, fatiguing work—
hours which you can put to much better use, we
know. The cost is moderate . . . our work is guaranteed to please. Call 14. .

mrs.

Tractor Work is our specialty, we
have the repairs in stock, and
the tools and equipment to do
the job.

WILLIAMS HDW. COPHONE 169
Fourth St.
Fulton, Ky.

Electr

Huddleston Motor Co.
Mayfield Higliway
_

Fulton
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Efforts to make use of hybrid
accomplished by giving the public
Mahan, mother of Carman Helper
CLUB ANNOUNCEMENT
all the facts with respcet to sup- vigor in the animal world as already'
Tom Mahan, is getting along nicely
The Palestine Homemakers' Club
ply and demand by commodities. is being done in the plant world is
after being in Fulton Hospital.
will meet this afternoon at the
"A number of perfectly palatable one of the recent aims of agriculMachinist Hpr. Arthur Matheny Community House. Time has been
foods--foods that you and I were tural research, Dr. Byron T. Shaw,
is back to work after being in I. C. set at 1:30 p. m.
raised on—are in plentiful supply of USDA's agricultural research
Hospital in Chicago for a check up.
The major project to be presentand are selling at far below the administration, explains.
One of our eating places at the ed is "Harmony of color carnbinageneral level of food prices.
Hybrid bee/ cattle, chickens, hogs,
tons.'
new
roundhouse is now under
By Alice' Clark
"I am confident that we can etc., May contribute to better farmmanage,ment. The Railroad Hotel
Hostesses for this
afternoon's
make our food supplies go further ing as hybrid corn has, he points
and Cafe is !KM owned and operat- meeting are Mrs. Ether Browder,
and, at the same time, reduce each out. In the case of hogs, bigger litHello folks, how's every one ed by that aimable likeable, Frank Mrs. Mike Burrow and Mrs. W. D.
Looks to Farmers
Once again the world is looking family's budget, if we would elimi• ters and faster gains with more de- this week? As for the roundhouse Clark. Yes, you guessed it, he is Inman.
•
feeding us the Steak House way
to the farmers especially those in nate all waste of food . . . reduce sirable cuts on the animals may be we are okie doakie.
For our safety rule of the week and of course we are enjoying the
the United States. In setting up his to a minimum purchase of scarce developed.
He gives not best who gives most;
committee,
President
foods
and
buy
more
liberally of
citizens' food
Other studies being charted in- we have selected rule 15: "Use only good food and coffee.
but he gives most who gives best.
Truman included leaders of the ma- foods that are plentiful."
clude studies of growth-regulating authorized paths or routes to or
Mrs. Minnie Davis of Nashville,
apin
Long
his
organizations
-Range
Views
yards,
and
shops
stations,
farm
from
pokeep
substances to ripen fruit,
jor
Tenn., has returned home after a
Not much change in their views tatoes from sprouting, prevent ap- avoid dangerous short cuts.
pointments. The committee was to
visit with her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Let's read our safety books and J. T. Travis on Eddings street. Mrs.
meet Oct. 1 to outline steps to be on a long-range farm program from ples from falling off trees and make
be safety minded at all times.
taken in supplying food to needy na- those given the House Agriculture cotton all at one time.
Travis is the widow of General
committee last April is expected
Our railroad retirment questions Yardmaster J. T. Travis.
tions.
turkeys yielding
Big-breasted
Anticipating the need for action when spokesmen for the farm groups more white meat are being sought and answers this week are:
wninhen cinnica uni limn
Well folks, will see you next Friand
requirements
before
appear
the
subcomworld
Senate
Q. I am a married woman 50 day when you sit down for your,
in meeting
,Aunrain.
(reducing
nixes of Ali Kind
rehydro-freezing
and
home,
Edward
A.
mittee
which
begins
at
its
inquiries
costs
high food
bulk and weight of material for years of age and am working for a week's enjoyment in the "News'
Low
at
Repaired
ly
Cost IrY—
Farm
Bureau,
this
into
the
stemwinder
n.
of
CV:t.
head
O'Neal,
plus the ad- railroad. My parents are dead and and lets don't forget to make plans
Farm Bureau Directors at their storage and shiping
a week earlier recommended to
freezing preservation) I have no children. Is there any ben- to join the ghost in the Y.M.B.C.
of
vantages
President Truman that there be pro- September meeting, decided to stand is also a research target.
efit for my husband upon my death, room, October 31 at 7 p. m.
JEWELRY COMPANY
vided by USDA for the public in- pat on the Federation's previous
A. Your husband will get a lump
fairly
holds
wheat
Perennial
formation on both the supply and statement and urged that the pres- promising claims, he asserts, and sum benefit if he survives you. No
Subscribe to the News!
ent
of
classes
farm
all
' and development of high-protein feeds provision is made for a monthly
program be "refined.
price situation "with
food so that the housewife mar "improved" instead of tossed over- is getting attention.
benefit.
to
of
board.
views:
Highlights
AFBF
inforrnation
necessary
have the
Q. If I (a widow) remarry after
have
buying."
Only
1.
way
can
people
daily
her
guide
Inv-benefits start, will I be entitled
Declaring it is "unrealistic" to more is to produce more. There
to monthl.• widow's benefits?
return to rationing and price con- must be maximum production—agA. No. Benefits will not be paid
trol, Mr. O'Neal said, in his letter ricultural and industrial.
for the month in which you re2. Basic farm legislation (AAA
that a "great deal of good can be
marry or any month there after.
"
W.'
•
Spoils Sleep Tonight
act's, Commodity Loan Act, Soil
. A...
Easier
albino s
Now for the news, everyone is
Conservation and Domestic Allottalking about the Halloween party
Mg"P.
000 gaol)
.
Va-tro-nol works right
fast,
Surprksingly
ment Act, etc.) should be preserved
which will be held by the I.C. Serv'
—lavii.s
where trouble is to open up your clogged
and strengthened.
ice Club, October 31, 1947 at 7 p.m.
•
stuffy transient congesnose—relleve
3. Parity formula should be modFarm families in Fulton county in Y.M.B.C. room. It is the talk
non. You'll like the way it brings relief.
N
ernized after the Steagall price sup- will spend more than $450,000 for that everyone, both young and old
(NOTE: Va-tro-nol Is also grand for VIC
port period ends Dec. 31, 1948.
new housing in the next three to five intend to turn out for the affair
relieving snifflY, sneCzY distress °t.head
4. Price support corn.mitments un- years, according to a forecast re- with a good time expected by all.
colds.) Follow directicas in folder.
der Steagall plan should be carried leased la,he Tile Council of AmeriWe are sorry to hear that Mrs.
out.
ca.
Jess Walker, wife of Derrick EnWorld Trade
"As a result of high incomes dur- gineer is in Haws Clinic. .
need5. Expanded world trade is
ing the last few years, farmers in
We are glad to hear Mrs. A. E.
ed by both agriculture and indus- every part of the nation are pre- Glasco, wife of laborer, is getting
commodity pared to invest record amounts in along nicely and has been moved
International
try.
agreements can be used to stabilize new home construction and in gen- home from Fulton Hospital.
world prices and increase export eral farrn improvements," said F. B.
.
We are sorry to hear that Mrs.
.
•
outlets.
Ortman, chairman of the Council's Tam Carter, wife of machinist who
8. Soil conservation work should residential construction committee. is in Paducah Hospital is very ill.
'' ,,;•_ VI.' ,_
be coordinated under extension
We are happy to hear that Mrs.
Pointing out that the comforts and
.._
1
A
service and a national soil fertility conveniences of urban living are W. O. Locke, wife of engineer, is
...... -...
‘ ,
esbe
should
program
policy and
now available to farm families, Ort- getting along nicely.
E
tablished.
man said many new rural hames
•'N
received at the roundhouse
Cards
t *"77''''''.4k t‘
.
irri*P
.
s',10t
••.,
7. Farmer cooperatives meeting will incorporate such features as by several employees state that callN
requirements should be encouraged central heating, tiled bathrooms and er Harry Potter is having a nice
al
,
and protected by the Government. modern kitchen facilities.
,
Washtime. Harry is vacationing in
t
1 i OP
All farm credit agencies should be
Rapid electrification of rural ington, D. C., with his daughter.
independent,
coordinated under an
areas of Kentucky is making posMachinist Robert Brittain has de. i
bi-pa rtisan board.
sible the incorporation in new cided to call it quits and enjoy life
Phone 901 Animal Hybrids
324 Walnut
homes of many labor-saving and as he takes his pension. Bob, as
comfort-providing devices undream- he is better known to his friends,
ed of a generation ago, according to was born in Fulton, September 30,
Ortrnan. Rural Electrification Ad- 1887, entering the service of the I.C.
ministration estimates disclose that November 30, 1906. Bob makes his
more than 39 per cent of all farms home with his brother, Carl at 501
in the state now receive central sta- Third street. So to Bob we say
•
tion electric service. Refrigerators, "good luck" after 41 years of faith.,4
.•
electric washing machines and deep ful service.
freezing plants. as well as plumbWe welcome A. D. Pittman, maing system, will go into many new chinist, to Fulton. Mr. Pittman, bethomes as a consequence.
ter known to his friends as "Pop" 1
transferred here from Jackson,
When a World War II veteran Tenn. I am sure lots of you will rewrites to Veterans Administration member "Pop" as he worked here
about his G. I. insurance, he should in 1922 to 1926. Mrs. Pittman is confavorite
give his full name, insurance cer- nected with the Fulton Hospital.
Your dining-room should be the
_ family's
tificate number, service serial numWedding belfs are ringing on the
rendezous. Set the scenk_fgr happy family talk
11
ber angi complete home address.
repair track these days. It ieems
three times a day — furnish your dining room with
Ete civil to all; sociable to many, we are to have a wedding Satura beautifully-made suite from our choice selection.
familiar with few;'friend to one; day night. A carman helper of
enemy to none.—Benjamin Frank- course, L. M. Smith.
Our showroom boasts an assortment of period styles
We are happy to hear that Mrs.
lin.
as well as up-to-the-minute modern. Stop in today.

About

Roundhouse
Round-Up

Farming ,

From Washington

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

NE

ANDREWS

IfYour Nose NisU

HEAVY EXPENDITURES
FORESEEN IN COUNTY

.'

FOR NEW FARM HOMES
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A book case $1.10
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ROPER
Electric and Furniture Co.
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for speedy baking

Fulton

The Family Board

Exchange Furniture Co.

s Dry Yeast
'
Fleischmann

PHONE 35

207 CHURCH ST.

is right there when you need it
•Get it today! Fleischmann's Fast
Rising Dry `i'east, the modern baking
discovery that'keeps fresh in the cupboard for weeks—always "on the spot"
for extra-quick baking, extra delicious
results. IF YOU BAKE AT HOME—
lay in a good supply of speedy acting
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast—
use it as you need it. At your grocer's.

,
,

Light

Keeps in the cupboard

Wines and Gins
-,..-4(

•

9
MYriek S

•
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Depot Street
"Nobody wants higher taxes. That's why
thinking citizens of Kentucky are grateful that

.

one industry alone pays more than 25% of the
stat,e's annual tax bill.
our
aet
er

"Yes, Kentucky,'s Alcoholic Beverage Industry
foots the lion's share of the bill for old age

ntS

pensions, schools and other services which are

The Home of

Good
•

C
h III

•
111

N.
)

maintained by the state and tounties.

The Blo.om of Health
qualities
There is an abundance of healthgiving
and
tasty
so
it's
And
milk.
rich
fresh,
in our pure,
there is no
appetizing that youngsters love it . . .
drink
coaxing necessary, in order to have them
FULTON
Order
quota.
-building
their full, energy
PURE milk today.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

"That is why, as an elected official, I'm for the
Alcoholic Beverage Industry under its present
'Legal Control — the tax-paying set up we now
have. It's good sense and good business. Let's
keep it that Way I"

KENTUCKY OREWERS,DISTILLERS & DISTRIBUTORS

One
.•!11011111•111111111•11

Kuntucky'a Valuable and Historic,a1 Industrie:t

HICKORY LOG
gA
0
RON=DINO

108 East Fourth Street
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The Woman's Page

Garden Club Luncheon
Opens Department Year

went in the house to watch Rose I Later in the ev.ening they drove
open her many lovely gifts and blow to Water Vtilley
enroute they
out the candles on her cake.
sang,and told ghost stories.
house
Thg
was a festive scene with
Chaperones wese Mrs. J. C. Hanpump'kins, black cats and burning cock, Mr. and Srs. Bill Hainline,
andles. The
traditional
witch RUSS Anderson' d Mrs. W. L. Durdressed ali in black read the boys bin, Girl Scout lea4r.
and girls palms and told their for•
tunes.
The little hostess' mother, Mrk
J. P. Hyland, assisted by Mrs. E. D. j
Keiser and Mrs. Edgar Provine, I
served ice cream,' decorated cup4
.cakes and Halloween candy.
Invited guests were Rita, Jane and
Judy Keiser, Sam and Diane Trinca, Bobby Walt Hyland, Joe Ed
Bush, EAdene Hopkins, Joe and
Nancy Kirkland, Pat and Shaw
Drwey, Patricia Taft, Peggy Counce,
Peggy Sue Wilhawks, Dottie May
Harrison, Regatha Ritchie, Marshall,
Provine, Johnny Schwerdt, Robert
David Matthews, Anita
Hyland;
Margaret Lee Harrison, Dorothea
Shields, Davis Speight, and Rose's
cousin, Betty Rose McLeary of
Jackson, Tenn.

The Woman's Club home was the
,cene of a lovely luncheon Friday
when the Garden Department had
ts •first meeting of the new year.
roses, The home was beautifully decoratradiance
of
crystal
bowl
Martha Jane Roberts
crystal candleabras ed. Each member brought something
flanked by
with glowing pink tapers casting a for the luncheon and with hot rolls
Honored With Dinner
and coffee added a delicious meal
saft glow over the scene.
was enjoyed by 35 members and
:dis.; Martha Jane Robcrts, bridecentered
bud
with
a
tables
Card
ihrce
visitors.
of
McKnight,
ele.t
Bob
was honored by her mother, MIA A. B. Rob- vase holding a specimen rose were
Following the luncheon the new
room
arranged
living
where
in
the
erts, Monday evening dt 7:00 o'clock
chairman, Mrs. Daisy Terry, called
with a buffet supper at their home the guests were seated.
`he 'meeting to order. She was 4sattracbilde-elect
The
An
wore
on Jacksoq street preceeding the
tive black sheer tunic frock featur- sisted by Mrs. F. H. Riddle, secrewedding re,hearsal.
ing the new long skirt with circular tary and treasurer.
During the business session. Mrs.
The living rOom and dining room bands of black lace over shell pink(
Ernest Bell reported on department
were beautifully decorated with ar- at her shoulders.
rangements of colorful Fall flowers.
activities for the summer and on
Guests attending were Miss RobA delicious two course dinner was erts and Mr. McKnight, Rev. and work being done on the grounds
of
the Club. Mrs. Bell is chairman
served from the pretty appointed Mrs. W. R. Reid, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
of this. project.
dinner table ever laid with a hand Rushton, Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Bard,
Mrs. J. D. Davis spoke of the
drawn cloth and centered with a Miss Mary Frances Roberts and
John Ronald Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. piano fund which is being raised and
Walter Voelpel, Miss Carolyn Rob- received a nice response.
Mrs. Terry told of her recent viserts and A. B. Roberts•
it to several St. Louis gardens and
information gathered. Afterwards Girl Sconts Entertain
East Fulton .P.-T.A. Meets she presented the following
program. Mrs. John Earl's article was Boy Scouts With Hayride.
Tuesday At Terry Norman "Putting
Our Gardens To Bed."
The older group of the intermedThe East Fulton P.-T.A. met Tues- Mrs. Dick Bard gave "Your Garden iate Girl Scouts sponsored a hayFULTON, KENTUCKY
day afternoon at 2:30 at Terry Nor- and Mine" and Mrs. W. E. Bell gave ride and weiner roast Friday night.
"My Mums." Each speaker had
man school.
The Girl Scouts invited members
Mrs. Elbert Johns, president, pre- something interesting and informa- from the Boy Scout Troops
TODAY and TOMORROW
to be
sided over the business session. Min- tive to tell and was enthusiastically their guests. The group
left the Woutes were read and the secretary's received.
Double Feature
man's Club at 6:30 in a Bone's
Hostesses for the afternoon were
report was given.
Transfer truck for Union Church
During the business session it was Mesdames Hoyt Moore, J. L. Jones, where a weiner reast and games
decided for the P.-T.A. to buy and Sr.,.J. D. Davis, M. L. McDade, Carl were enjoyed.
install flourescent lights in "the first Britton and J. P. DeMyer.
Visitors were Mesdames S. G.
grade room. Fifty dollars was ojpnated for books and maps for We Russell of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Mason Davidson of Knoxville, Tenn.,
school.
Mrs. Jack Foster was program and Rex Finch. Mrs_ Hunter WhiteSTRAIGHT
SALARY
550.00
leader for the afternoon and pre- sell and Mrs. N. L. Reeves were WEEKLY and expenses,
Man or
sented Mrs. Grace Cavender, coun- welcomed as new members.
Women with Auto, sell Poultry Mixty health nurse, and Harry Barry,
ture to Farzners.—Eureka Mfg. Co.,
county sanitary health inspector.
Art Department Meets
East St. Louis, Ill.
Mrs. Cavender spoke on physical
examinations for pre-school chil- With Miss Mary Martin
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
6, ize.,,,•\•,
I
dren and she explained emmunizaThe. Art Department of the Wom- Paint and Glass Co., 210 Church
II*
tion for children.
an's Club met at the home of Miss street; Phone 909.
Mr. Barry gave an interesting talk Nary Martin• in its first meeting of
on sanitary inspection and proper the club year Saturday afternoon.
VETERINARY SERVICE-- Call
lighting for school rgrims.
Mrs. L. A. Clifton, the new chairA P.-T.A. conference will be held man, announced the program for 460, Owl Drug Co. Ask for Dr.
October 24 with Mrs. Shelton, state the year and welcomed the guests Cherry.
and new members and urged all to
president, as guest speaker.
After an enjoyable progrA the contribute to the piano fund being
APPLES FOR SALE: Grymes
hospitality committee served re- raised.
Orchard, South Fulton. Phone 365.
reshments.
Tickets for the Thanksgiving
Benefit Party were distributed by
5-qv-amount Ileildeate IIVIW
FOR SALE--DeKalb Seed C,orn.
Mrs.
J. E. Fall, Sr., Mrs D. Fred
Archie Babb Feted On
Worth, secretary and treasurer, Short crop. Order now and get what
gave the financial and magazine re- you want. Ray Moss, Route 1, Ful13Irthday With Dinner
ports, Mrs. Clifton was leader for ton.
Miss Josephine Shankle honored the
afternoon and gave a descripArchie
Babb
on
his
birthday
Thurs- tion of
!
PI us
day evening with a dinner at her Bullitt "Oxmoor,r home of the
family since 1780, the archihome on West State Line.
plus
tecture and furnishings and told
MATERNITY
A lovely dinner was served from
MIKEL CONRAD
about the lovely garden. This home
a beautifully appointed table.
DRESSES
WI
is
near Louisville on the Shelbyin
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ville Road.
Slips — Gowns
liam Ward, Miss Doris Winfrey, Ed"UNTAMED FURY"
Nursing Brassieres
Mrs. Ira Little reported on "Lost
ward Crutchfield and Mrs. Lewis Art
Treasures" from the current
TTY S
Shankle.
"Art Digest."
SUN. - MON. - TUE.
Duririk the social hour the hostMrs. W. L.-Durbin Guest ess served a lovely party plate.
Gordon Baird was a visitor -•••••••••••••••••••••••••04
Of Honor At Silver Tea forMrs.
the afternoon.
1 BENNETT OW
ksperate
After viewing many lovely plants
Mrs. W. L. Durbin, district gov1F ITS NEW, DOTTY HAS IT
ernor of the Woman's Club, was in Miss Martin's window gardens
PECK
"ni
and
the
interesting objects of art
simst of honor at a silver tea sponsored by the Paducah Woman's Club in her home the meeting adjourned
to
meet
the
second Saturday in NoThursday aftefnoon at the home of
vernbe:.
Mrs. Chapman Jennings.
Mrs. JenningS home is one of the
show places of Kentucky. It is Carolyn Rose
"'Z.?'
, .- Hyland Has
furnished with many beautiful an%"::". oREsION
tiques.
Party On Sixth Birthday
The proceeds of the tea will be
Carolyn- Rose Hyland entertained
Pluto and Fox News
used for the Kentucky Club Wom- with a party on her sixth birthday
an Magazine. The club is also starl- Saturday afternoon from three to
41
1G. THUR.
ing a student loan fund for a Pa- five o clock at her home on Holman
ducah girl.
avenue.
Games were played on the lawn.
-,-,;;,1;
o
m
,
A Miracle
Johnny Schwerdt won a Halloween
Mrs. Varden Is Hostess
1 akro
favor for tossing the most bean
PAYNE
of FUN ,
To Bridge Club Tuesday gags into the mouth of the big black
and lAFFSI
Mrs. Grady Varden was hostess to cat.
the Tuesday night bridge club at For oinning the stern on the pump-,
kin face Joe Madison Kirkland
her home on Pearl street.
A rrangements of Fall flowers was also given a prize.
After the games the little guests
added a colorful note to the living
where
room
two
tables
were
aridfnur.4
/
ranged for the players.
11.
,
GIA.1
.
kApalliMPDXPIOM
After several progressions Mrs.
Paul Boyd was awarded high score
Added--Cartoon and News
prize
ELIZABETH

ITTY Editor

FULTON

PHONE 926

•

661*
' Riot
4
- .- - of
__
a417
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REED BROS.
FULTON, KT.

FEEDS and SEEDS

PHONE 620

Near Freight Depot

CLASSIFIED ADS

.. MUSIC 1

treoriloinErt
..,,

-..a.

--

BING

Joan Bennett
W.0.Fields

Ammisaimib.

K FOR 7111S OtIESTIOM GN YOUR BALLOT

.
"Are you an favor of the cailihy o;
, convention for the purpose of revising
or amending the present Constitution
of Kentucky, and such amendments as
may have been made to the same?"

MiThielf '- '
,L.
oti.;40#
' - efRE17

FULTON, KENTUCKY
TONIGHT and TOMORROW

-"SONG OF THE
WASTELAND"

A lovely party plate was sert+ci
to the members Mesdames Boyd
Frank Wiggins, John Danicls, Robert Burrows, Charles Rice, Hilliar
Bugg, Lester Newton and Miss Martha Taylor.

NO. 1 School funds cannot be distributed fairly.

plAPA"'
Intriguing

plus
R9BERT LOWERY
in

"KILLER AT LARGE"

No• 3

Kentucky voters lose $5G0,000 every two
years through inefficient election methods.

BO

M PARTY CANDIDATES FOR GOVERNOR AGREE
II" WE NEED A CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.
This advertisement is contributed by a group of
public spirited citizens who believe our present
State Constitution ratards Kentucky's development.
'MO

BUSY MAN'S PAUSE
FOR COKE LEADS TO
WORKING REFRESHED

colors!

Dramatic patterns!

in

"Sun Valley Serenade"

Education cannot be taken out of politics.

odd&
ALLPAPIRS

MAUREEN O'HARA

Double Feature
SONJA HEINE - JOHN PAYNE
in

No. 2

7

CORNEL WILDE

TUE. - WED. - 'THUR.

NO

1111il'AL

4fk
Y01Ufli

SUNDAY and MONDAY

Cartoon and Comedy

E.3

BEAUTY SHOP BETSY
BY MRS J. A. JONES

Comedy and Serial

"HOME STRETCH"

YES

BECAUSE UNDER 00 PRESENT
11011 "TES" "OUT-OF-OATr
. CONSTITUTION

eMACOMBER

AFFAIR

-ea.s........--...--

FOR A CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION

CMi. I

ORPHEUM

Mrs. W. L. Durbin was the gracious hostess to a one o'clock luncheon on Tuesday when she entertained the members of her bridge club
at her home in Water Valley.
The house was attractive with a
profusion of Fall flowers.

C

t.

As seem in
Glamour

ii1O-Wigi I
eARIK'S. inc.

"...something with a Latiwiteseritan
slant this time, please."
EXCLUSIVE WITH US!
REVLON'S NEW
"CINDERELI.A PUMPKIN"
,
LA OtkiiHE SEAlFrf• SALON
.WAN
",COLO.
M.A.W
P
218 CHOHCII T
' PHONE 34

TUr4,,INT,evf

PITTSBURGH
PAINTS._
MADE

witw

PAINT
PROTECTION
4,04

Cradle days coming? Look your
prettiest in DORIS DODSON'S
INFADORABLE with in exclusive
embroidery trim. Unpressed pleats
make the adjustable skirt. Rayon
gabardine...Aqua, Frappe Lim;
Spring Rain. 9 to 17. $14.95.

FARMS,
HOMES, EQUIPMENT
f011
FACTORIES AND

Fulton Paint
and Glass Co.
210 Church

Phone 909

(/' PLEASE return
empty bottles promptly
941
INC
SEE OUR WINDOWS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA,C0i.A
COMPANY 11%-.,
1

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLLNG C().,

0 1947, The CAPIEate Calory

